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RMIT and VTC Nurturing
Tomorrow’s Engineers
With mechanical engineering currently experiencing an international revival, the
opportunities for graduates to enter the industry have never been so great. To help
students pave their own career pathways, the School for Higher and Professional Education (SHAPE) of VTC has partnered with the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT
University) to launch a new 32-month top-up degree programme called the Bachelor of Engineering in Mechanical
Engineering (BEngME) programme. Professor Aleksandar SUBIC, Dean of Engineering, RMIT University, explains the
value of gaining hands-on experience through project based learning and encouraging a commitment to life-long
learning—two of the core aspects that this fresh programme has to offer for tomorrow’s engineers.

Hands-on learning
Prof. SUBIC explains, “One of the great advantages of
studying the new BEngME programme is that it opens
up a whole range of career opportunities and pathways
into thriving industries; from aerospace or broader transport sector, manufacturing and construction, public
services and consultancies, it sets students up for the
future. What’s more, the programme has a unique
feature in that it offers students hands-on experience in
a variety of forms centred on project and problem-based
learning. In contrast to more traditional programmes,
which focus more on theoretical learning, this
programme gives students the opportunity to identify

and confront industry-related challenges, which they are
likely to encounter in real-life situations throughout their
engineering career. They are put into teams and
exposed to environments that emulate professional
engineering, not only encouraging them to develop
strong teambuilding skills, but also to enable them to
develop different ways of thinking in order to deal with
real-life challenges.”

Climbing the ladder
Mr. Danny LEUNG, General Manager of Kum Shing
Construction Co. Ltd, echoes the importance of encouraging tomorrow’s engineers to develop their critical
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thinking in order to enhance their
long-term career prospects. He
recently enrolled one of his own
employees Mr. Leo WAT into the
BEngME programme for this very
reason, explaining, “This programme
has strong emphasis on industry
relevance and applications on specific
industry problems. This helps students
to improve their problem solving
abilities, which will be most useful to
their
career
development.
The
programme
covers
engineering
mechanics,
thermo-fluids,
project
management, machine and product
design and I hope it will improve my
employees’ troubleshooting skills and
preparation of solutions. When their
performance is improved, our employees can move up the corporate ladder
to become senior engineers and
project managers.”

The Melbourne connection
Another unique characteristic of the
new programme is that students are
required to attend a one-week compulsory residential visit to RMIT in
Melbourne, Australia, to undertake
laboratory work, participate in workshops, engage with local industry, and
develop cultural familiarisation and global networking
prospects. Prof. SUBIC explains, “The connection with
RMIT was something very important to us when we
designed the new programme for Hong Kong. We
wanted to give students the opportunity to develop a
cross-cultural awareness and international mindset,
whist experiencing what life is like for the 75,000
students at RMIT University. During the trip they are
able to explore the laboratories on campus, visit
Australian industry, work alongside staff and also
present in English in front of local students and their
peers. This is a unique feature of the programme
because no other institute offers such an experience.”

Global recognition
In addition to the BEngME programme, RMIT has been
collaborating with VTC in offering two additional Bachelor of Engineering programmes for several years.

These two programmes, i.e. Electrical Engineering
and Civil & Infrastructure, have obtained full and
provisional accreditation status respectively from
Engineers Australia and the Hong Kong Institution
of Engineers, which has given global recognition to
these two programmes. Similarly RMIT will seek
provisional accreditation of the BEngME
programme from the two professional bodies in the
coming year. With 30,000 international students
currently studying at RMIT, the University prides
itself on its cultural diversity and ability to attract
undergraduates from all corners of the globe. As
the demand for skilled engineers continues to
expand across the globe, opening up new opportunities for fresh talent in the job market, the possibilities for budding engineers are endless. Students
are able to pave their own pathways to success and
it all begins with one stepping-stone laid down by
these two partnering institutions.
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Achievement

The 14th Hong Kong
Eyewear Design Competition
Ying-kit LAM, a year 4 student from the Higher Diploma in Jewellery Design and Technology course, participated in the
14th Hong Kong Eyewear Design Competition and won the 1st runner-up award with his design ‘Forgotten Beauty’.
Ying-kit believes old things are not necessarily outdated or useless. Instead, they can be beautiful and useful but have
somehow been forgotten. Thus, he decided to rejuvenate old-styled eyewear from his grandfather by adding some new
elements to it, making it fashionable and nostalgic.
He added a wooden element to the design to represent timelessness. In addition, a lot of circular geometric decoration
can also be found in his design; with the meaning of a cycle of rebirth– old things can be reborn as brand new objects.
Congratulations to Ying-kit for his great achievement!

OSH Best Project
Award 2012
Kwun-pong LEUNG, Kar-ming YIP, Wing-kuen NG and Chung-kau LEUNG, students from the Higher Diploma in Electrical
Engineering at IVE (Tsing Yi), won one of the Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) Best Project Awards 2012. The prize
presentation ceremony was held on 18 December 2012 at the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre.
Their project “Smart Safety Belt (Intelligent Safety Belt and Real-time Safety Management System)" aims to strengthen
safety measures for workers who work in elevated positions at construction sites. The project focuses on applying Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) technology to traditional safety belts. A safety belt equipped with a RFID tag can monitor
whether a worker wears his safety belt and lock in the lifeline before working in an elevated position. There is also a
real-time safety monitoring system to notify the on-site safety officer when safety belts are not worn properly by the
workers. This system could prevent accidents by enhancing safety standards at construction sites.
Congratulations to the students and their project supervisor Mr. Eric Kim-wan FUNG for their achievement.

World
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Environmental
Sustainability
The Roles of Engineers in the Society
Once again we had the privilege of interviewing Ir
Dr Hon LO Wai-kwok, BBS, MH, JP, former President
of the Hong Kong Institution of Engineers and the
recently elected Legislative Councillor representing
the Engineering Functional Constituency. We learnt
what changes are on the cards for the engineering
profession, how young engineers can make a difference in the society and how he intends to use his
newfound responsibility to shape the future of the
engineering sector in Hong Kong.
Ir Dr LO

Ir Dr LO’s academic accomplishment began in 1976 with
a Bachelor of Engineering degree in Mechanical
Engineering and later led to a Doctorate involving
research on manufacturing management. It didn’t stop
there and he has continued to dedicate himself to
lifelong learning alongside his successful professional
career.

Commitment to public service
Using his engineering knowledge and management
skills, Ir Dr LO has made significant contributions to the
local community. For examples, he is the Chairman of
the IVE Engineering Discipline Advisory Board of Vocational Training Council (VTC) advising the strategic
development of the Engineering Discipline, Deputy
Chairman of the Hong Kong Quality Assurance Agency
and Member of the Building Committee and the Tender
Committee of the Housing Authority. He was a Council

Member at the former City Polytechnic of Hong Kong
and then the City University. He also sat on the Town
Planning Board, the Council for Sustainable Development, as well as the Advisory Committee on the Environment. Moreover, he had served Shatin as a district councillor for many years.
Following his substantial public service to the engineering and wider community over the years, in 2012 Ir Dr
LO decided to take a further step by joining the Legislative Council (LegCo) to provide a voice for the engineering sector. Ir Dr LO explained that many voters encouraged him to run the election and he took this wholeheartedly as his responsibility. He said, “I always wanted
to help Hong Kong maintain its competitive edge and
sustainability at a global level. Deciding to join the
public sector as a LegCo councillor—representing the
engineering functional constituency—is a natural extension of my aspirations.”
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Sustainability—top of the agenda
To help shape the future of Hong Kong, Ir Dr LO puts
the issue of sustainability at the top of the agenda. He
explained, “There have been many technological
breakthroughs in the last century such as in the fields of
microelectronics and fiber optics. However, while our
technology level is improving, to support the manufacture of the latest technological products, natural
resources have been over-exploited. Thus, it is important for us to seek new sustainable energy sources and
to develop technologies that minimise the environmental damage. Hong Kong needs to recycle significant amounts of chemical and electronic waste. To this
end, the Government has already pledged HKD 400

millions for the building of an electronic products
recycling plant. Research into renewable sources of
energy is also a major task to combat climate change.”
Sustainable infrastructure development is another key
issue for Hong Kong. To minimise the environmental
impact and carbon footprint, engineers have also
focused efforts on enhancing infrastructures such as
building eco-friendly mass-transit systems, including
the Shatin to Central Link. The Hong Kong Government
has shown its commitment to minimising environment
impact and all such development projects are required
to undergo rigorous Environmental Impact Assessments to ensure that factors impacting the environment
will be properly considered and mitigated.
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Hong Kong on world stage
In terms of the development of modern engineering,
Hong Kong’s advances really began in the 1970s with
the significant economic growth and associated
upsurge in demand for housing, infrastructures,
electronic devices, …., etc. According to Ir Dr LO, it is
critical that Hong Kong keeps moving forward to maintain this competitive edge. He commented, “As an
international city, Hong Kong has a unique advantage
in attracting engineering talents from around the
world. We have a free marketplace where East meets
West in terms of culture, technology and management.
Hong Kong engineers have also contributed to important projects outside Hong Kong, for instance, in build-

ing the stadium for the Beijing Olympics and their
expertise is highly recognised.”
Ir Dr LO further advised budding engineers in Hong
Kong to brush up on their language skills and be adaptable to wide-ranging cultures in order to communicate
effectively around the world.
He concluded, “Engineers give great contributions to
our society ranging from everyday necessities like
vehicles and lifts to massive infrastructure projects. They
might well be named the secret heroes of modern life.”
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Woman at the helm

First female to gain the Captain’s
certificate in Hong Kong
Sailing and navigation has traditionally been considered a
masculine and male-dominated occupation, however one
woman has challenged this notion to the full. Carmen CHAN,
Chief Officer at China Navigation Co. Ltd, explains how studying a Diploma in Maritime Studies at IVE has broadened her
horizons and led her to a life of travel and adventure.
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Setting sail for at least six months a year to face heavy physical workloads,
no exuberant entertainment or readily available telecommunications
networks and an absence of friends or family is a world away from the
conventional office job that many graduates embark on nowadays. However, these were the exact qualities that attracted Carmen, an out-going
and active graduate of Diploma in Maritime Studies in 2002, to choose a
career at sea.

Breaking boundaries
As the first female mariner to recently gain the Captain’s certificate of
ocean-going vessels, Carmen feels very honoured and grateful for the
opportunities her company has presented her over the years, but she
admits it hasn’t always been an easy journey, “As a woman, I felt pressured
when I first started working on the ship because when you were in a junior
position, you need to work from the bottom up in order to learn the basics
and this is when you encounter more physical workloads. And I don’t get
any privileges and in order for me to develop my career in this industry, I’ve
had to overcome all these challenges.”
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Living without home comforts and her loved ones has also
been a big challenge for Carmen in addition to the
increase in pressure and mounting workload. She explains,
“I felt lost sometimes in the past because this job separates me from my family and I couldn’t keep in touch with
my friends. Even when I had my holidays in Hong Kong,
my friends would need to go to work. Sometimes I would
ask myself, is it really worth it?”

More than a title
Despite these challenges, Carmen maintains that it is the
experience she has gained through her work that has kept
her navigating the waters, “Sometimes we don’t need to
spend any money for travelling to different countries, some
of which even planes cannot reach, such as Papua New
Guinea. We always cooperate with crews from many different
countries therefore we get to know about their cultures and
lifestyles. These precious experiences and opportunities
given by my company have encouraged me to stay in my job
till now.”
Carmen has also found inspiration from her seniors over the
years, something she hopes to share with future generations
who choose to follow in her footsteps, “One of my seniors
encouraged me and said, ‘what you get after 10 years of hard
work is not the title and the salary, but the experience that
normal people cannot have, which broaden your horizons.’
I’m now the Chief Officer of the ship and am confident that

I’ll become a captain in the near future. I hope that my story
can help attract more young people to the industry.”

A job for life
A great demand for crewmen in Hong Kong, due to a shortage of young captains under the age of 30, means that
graduates in maritime studies do not need to worry about the
risk of facing unemployment once they graduate. In fact, the
industry has been promoting maritime jobs recently in an
effort to try and attract more young people. Carmen advises
that young people who are more out-going, dislike routine
office work, and are able to deal with hard works are best
suited for jobs in the maritime sector. She explains, “The
most important thing is that they need to be independent
because working on a ship is very different from working in an
office. We need to solve problems ourselves most of the
time. In addition, there is more physical work when you start
working as a cadet, so it is better for young people who are
physically strong.”
Carmen also attributes her success to her learning experience of the Diploma in Maritime Studies at IVE, which helped
set her up for her career at sea. She concludes, “The content
of the course is very diversified and includes a very broad
scope of learning materials. It is also the only one in Hong
Kong that provides complete maritime training and education and although it is difficult, it is very suitable for a person
like me, who has a lively character.”

Spotlight

Preparing for
the next robotics challenge
Technical exchange between MIT & IVE
Twenty IVE engineering students are currently putting theory into practice
and literally getting the cogs turning in a bid to build the ultimate robots for
the ABU Asia-Pacific Robot Contest (ABU Robocon). The annual competition
invites teams from universities, colleges, and polytechnics in the Asia Pacific
region to design and construct a set of robots under a specific theme. This
year’s theme: The Green Planet sets contestants the challenge of creating
machines that promote the environmental protection.

Technical exchange
This year the IVE Robotics Team has a chance to exchange technical skills with three MIT engineering
students. The MIT students have flown from America to Hong Kong to present their technical knowhow, they also learn from the IVE students on their experiences in joining the world-class challenge.
We caught up with them all in the lab to glimpse at the world of robot making and discover how their
robotic friends are coming along.
Carrie LIANG, MIT student majoring in Mechanical Engineering explained, “ABU is by far the most
complicated robotics competition I have ever seen—and I’ve been involved in several other contests
myself. In the lab the IVE students are putting every aspect of theory they’ve learnt into practise. Their
robots embody every component of my studies at MIT and are very advanced.”
Michael FARID, a classmate of Carrie in MIT, agreed, “I’m just impressed by how
big everything is: the fact that students here have a whole workshop dedicated
to designing and constructing robots as well as an abundance of resources to
assist them with their studies.”
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From paper to lab
Students from IVE echoed this enthusiasm. Chris YEUNG
explained, “In our studies, we usually just calculate things
and write them down on paper, but this challenge allows us
to try our hand at robotic operations and actually put our
ideas into action.”
Teammate Kin LAM added, “What we’re doing in the
robotic competition is actually very similar to the type of
work done by qualified engineers—solving engineering
problems. The project involves a variety of tasks that need to
be accomplished in a tight timeframe and it makes me feel
like I am a real engineer.”

Communication key
Gaining insight into what life is like for the three MIT
students has also proven to be invaluable to the IVE team
members. Chris explained, “It’s great to have international
students here to exchange their ideas with us in writing the
programmes and discussing the mechanics. The way they
do things is very different and we can learn from them.”
Maintaining strong communication between teammates
appears to be another thing that IVE students have learnt
from their American counterparts. Timothy YANG, MIT
student majoring in Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science remarked, “With the IVE team divided into those in

charge of mechanics and those responsible for control, it’s
really important that teammates integrate and combine
concepts in the run up to the competition.”
IVE student Amos LAU agreed, “The competition allows
students from different higher diploma programmes to work
together closely. Those from the electrical engineering
programme focus on the programming and controlling the
robots and those from the mechanical engineering
programme work on their structures. Therefore, communication is critical during the preparation phase.”

The final step
So how does this combined knowledge and passion
manifest in to a robotic form? Kin explained, “This year’s
competition will involve operating the robots in a simulated
‘Earth and Moon’ environment. So we’ve created a robot
which not only automatically picks and sows leaves on the
Earth’s surface, but can also project buds towards the Moon.
A key mission of our project is to help promote sustainable
plantation and afforestation.”
Every mission begins with a small step and it only seems a
matter of time before the team at IVE complete theirs and
make another giant leap forward in robotics.

Titbit
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Building on our previous success, IVE’s prototype solar
powered car, SOPHIE, will participate in the World Solar
Challenge to be held in Australia in October 2013. The race
will start from the northern city of Darwin and ends in
Adelaide, South Australia, covering a total distance of
around 3,000km.
As a means to promote green transportation to the school
sector, the Department of Electronic and Information
Engineering at Shatin Campus has designed a SOPHIE
iPhone & Android App for the public to download and
enjoy.
The electronic game simulates the October race – players
have to avoid the obstacles in the journey by maneuvering
the solar car. To speed up, they have to clear the clouds so
as to receive more solar energy.

The App can be downloaded by scanning the image using your iPhone.
For android users, you may download it via
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.SophieGame.
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The IVE Engineering Discipline signed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) with ALCON Academy for
Eye-Care Excellence at IVE (Lee Wai Lee) on 23 November 2012. ALCON (Formerly Ciba-Vision) is one of the
largest manufacturers of contact lenses in the world and
this MOU will directly benefit the students from the
Higher Diploma in Ophthalmic Dispensing programme.
ALCON will make use of the unique ‘Model Optical
Shop’ in Lee Wai Lee campus to provide training to
contact lens practitioners. IVE will benefit from a supply
of materials from the company and a transfer of new
technology to the staff and students of the Higher
Diploma programme.
By signing of the MOU, we hope to see more cooperation between the two organisations in the near future!
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The Department of Engineering Management and
Technology at IVE (Lee Wai Lee) held a professional talk
on “Hong Kong Watch Industry Quality Management and
Value-added Direction” on 9 Nov 2012 at the Lee Wai Lee
campus featuring Mr Ka-keung CHOW - a renowned
professional gemology/jewellery appraiser and Mr
Lawrence CHENG, owner of a watch company and manufacturer who is an expert in horology. The talk focused on
prevailing quality assurance practice in the watch industry
and ways to appreciate quality and value of watch
products. Students of the Higher Diploma in Horological
Science and Technology who attended the talk had
gained insightful knowledge about professional practice
of the watch industry in good humour as the speakers
were amusing, giving lots of funny and striking examples
to enlighten students.
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Students from the Engineering Discipline participated in several
industry visits and exchange camps in mainland China recently.
Eighty students from the Department of Construction visited
Shenzhen on 10 December 2012. The visit included a technical
tour to Yau Lee Wah Concrete Precast Products Co. Ltd. and a
sharing session with our civil engineering graduates working in the
company. During the tour, students acquired information on the
latest developments in pre-casting technology and career
prospects in the construction field in mainland China.
From 25 to 31 December 2012, another group of 60 students
participated in an exchange camp in Tianjin and Beijing. The camp
was organised in collaboration with the Beijing University of Civil
Engineering & Architecture and Beijing Polytechnic College
involving academic and cultural exchanges with the local students.
Moreover, the engineering students visited the Tianjin Assembly
Plant of Airbus, Beijing Hyundai Motor Co. Ltd. and Sunrise Group
for better understanding of industrial development in the region.
They also attended an opera performance at the National Centre
for the Performing Arts.
Finally there was another exchange camp held in Guangzhou in
December 2012 in which 20 students from the Automotive
Engineering Department visited Ford Motor Co., Xinyi Automobile Glass Co. Ltd. and Guangzhou Iron & Steel Enterprises Group.
They also had opportunities to interact with the local students
from Guangdong Industry Technical College, which promoted
friendship and cultural understanding between the two groups of
students.

This year the Hong Kong Construction Association, together with ten leading construction
corporations, has generously donated scholarships totaling HKD 780,000 to 156 deserving IVE
students. The students, from the Department of
Construction of IVE (Morrison Hill), IVE (Tsing Yi)
and IVE (Tuen Mun), attended a scholarship
presentation ceremony on 22 February 2013 at
IVE (Tsing Yi).
IVE would like to express our sincere gratitude to
the donors who include, in alphabetical order:
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

China State Construction Engineering (HK) Ltd.
Chun Wo Charitable Foundation Limited
Gammon Construction Ltd.
Hip Hing Construction Co. Ltd.
Hong Kong Construction Association
Hsin Chong Construction Co. Ltd.
Leighton Contractors (Asia) Ltd.
Lam Geotechnics Ltd.
Shui On Building Contractors Co. Ltd.
Vibro (Hong Kong) Limited
Yau Lee Construction Co. Ltd.
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